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1. Introduction 

ver 70% of the planet carries water and very slight of 

that is discovered, further we probably recognize even 

lesser about underwater. A very efficient way to explore the 

world of underwater researchers are innovating underwater 

networks. In the following paper we will define a simulation 

environment that describes an underwater network where 

nodes can professionally surface the usage of radio 

communication. Using this environment, we will determine 

paths for radio communication on a line topology in a 

multimodal system. Numerous implementations are being 

done to simplify decisions about communication. 

We will determine that distributed algorithms using only 

local information can perform at or near the level globally 

optimal algorithms for determining members of the radio 

path. This thesis contributes to the field of underwater 

networks by demonstrating the effectiveness of greedy 

routing schemes that use locally available information, and 

by providing a simulator in which they can be tested. 

Underwater networks are a field that has been gathering 

attention. Land-based methods of network construction from 

discovery to advanced routing are all well established. Due 

to the unique constraints of operating in an underwater 

environment, many of these tried-and-true approaches need 

modification if they function at all. Peer discovery and low-

level networking have been dealt with by previous research. 

In this paper we describe and evaluate eight possible routing 

schemes with different system-knowledge requirements. We 

will show that with a minimal set of information it is possible 

to achieve near-optimal results with energy costs 

considerably lower than centralized optimal algorithms. We 

demonstrate this by constructing and evaluating a custom 

simulation environment in MATLAB. This will be 

implemented in a mixed procedural and array-centric 

approach. Simulated networks are structured on a line 

topology. All nodes will be spaced along the horizontal axis 

at a random depth. It would be assumed that neighbor-

discovery has been completed before the simulation starts, 

and all nodes have access to a global list of connected 

neighbors. We will demonstrate the effectiveness of 

distributed algorithms in an ideal environment, leading to the 

conclusion that near-optimal results can be achieved with 

local information only.   

The agents emulated in this thesis will have depth control 

capabilities and two wireless modems. The first modem is an 

acoustic device that allows any two nodes within range to 

communicate underwater, but at a high energy cost. The 

second will be radio that cannot be used underwater but 

requires relatively little power. The depth adjustment system 

described in [1,2] consumes a large amount of power 

compared to either modem. 

2. Related Work 

It is common for sensor networks to rely on gateway nodes 

to handle large amounts of data over long ranges [3]. An 

example of this is the Sea Web [4] system. Sea Web used 

nodes at the surface to support communication with the 

outside world, and for localization within its own network 

via GPS. Research has been done that demonstrates the 

practical nature of using gateways in underwater networks 

[5]. Zhou et al. used linear programming to optimize the 

placement of these gateways to minimize power and delay 

[6]. What could be considered a flaw of these surface-

gateway systems is that the acoustic modem limits 

communication. All nodes must transmit acoustically to 
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have data forwarded out of the underwater part of the 

network. This places a natural limit on the rate at which data 

can be extricated; in an ideal system data could be retrieved 

at the maximum rate of the modem, but a real system would 

face packet loss. To mitigate this problem, work has been 

done to introduce underwater vehicles to these systems and 

retrieve data as policy dictates. 

These vehicles collect data along a path and occasionally rise 

to send data via radio [1,7]. The system we implement is 

different in that each node is capable of surfacing to send its 

own data or relay transmissions from its neighbors. Issues 

associated with acoustic gateways are removed in this 

scenario. The drawback of this approach is that nodes could 

be moved from their correct location for sensing, and the 

power-cost of rising needs to be factored in to routing 

decisions. For this paper we explore different approaches for 

determining radio paths on a line topology, attempting to 

minimizing energy consumption. 

In [8] authors have worked on position adjustment–based 

position error–resilient geo‐opportunistic direction-finding 

for void hole avoidance in underwater sensor networks. In 

[9] authors have done optimization of packet size for 

maximization in underwater Acoustic sensor networks. 

Researchers have also worked on the maintenance of 

underwater network sensors and multiple techniques are 

proposed for it [10]. 

3. Methodology 

There are two main techniques for routing which are 

Acoustic algorithms and radio algorithms. Figure 1 shows 

the detailed types of algorithms and their sub algorithms.  

 

Figure. 1 Types of Underwater Routing Algorithms 

An algorithm is well-thought-out to be acoustic-centric if 

routing choices are made from evidence on acoustic 

neighbors. So, ultimately, a radio-centric technique is one 

that makes choices based off radio neighbors. 

 

Algorithm 1 shows the overview of all the techniques, but 

every technique would adopt its own specific algorithm for 

finding the neighbor which is discussed in further paper. 

Below are discussed different types of underwater routing 

algorithms which are implemented in a simulation 

environment. 

3.1 Greedy Furthest Acoustic 

When a node receives a radio message it will use the 

connectivity matrix to determine its furthest connected 

neighbor. A rise command is sent to that neighbor, and after 

a short delay the radio message is re-broadcast. Growth 

commands are acoustic messages. They comprises no 

statistics; the arenas of the packet are terminus, source, and 

a protocol/command field corresponding to “rise”. This 

process repeats until the radio message reaches its 

destination. 

Algorithm 2 shows the flow being followed to determine the 

furthest connected neighbor. 

 

Below table shows the stats for this algorithm, 
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Table 1 Statistics for Greedy Furthest Acoustic 

 

3.2 Greedy Shallowest Acoustic 

This approach requires nodes to determine their shallowest 

neighbor that is closer to the destination than themselves. 

The algorithm 3 depicts the algorithm it utilizes for 

determining the shallowest connected neighbor matrix. 

 

 

There is an immediate performance increase when selecting 

Greedy Shallowest Acoustic over Greedy Furthest Acoustic. 

As a rule, the energy cost of rising is greater than most 

acoustic messages. This algorithm will minimize the amount 

of travel required on a per-hop basis (average case) but is 

limited to selecting a neighbor within acoustic range. 

Below table shows the stats for this algorithm, 

Table 2 Statistics for Greedy Shallowest Acoustic 

 

3.3 Greedy Furthest Radio 

The Greedy Furthest Radio algorithm determines its furthest 

connected radio neighbor and commands it to rise. It is 

functionally identical to Algorithms 1. Instead of using 

acoustic connection data, we instead use radio connections 

in Algorithm 2. Just like Greedy Furthest Acoustic, this 

ignores node depth and may or may not require multiple 

acoustic-hops for the rise command to reach its destination. 

This resembles a locally-optimal algorithm that tries to 

minimize the number of participating nodes without 

accounting for depth.  

If all nodes are evenly spaced then this approximates a non-

weighted minimum-hop approach. When nodes are spaced 

at or near the edge of acoustic or radio range is when this 

algorithm performs the worst. 

As we would expect, by taking a basic approach and 

providing another layer of information, algorithm 

performance is increased. The power requirement is less 

than 3.1. his is solely due to the decreased number of nodes 

participating in routing. Fewer nodes are required to 

participate, so less power is used in moving.  

 

Below table shows the stats for this algorithm, 

Table 3 Statistics for Greedy Furthest Radio 

 
 

3.4 Greedy Shallowest Radio 

Similar to Greedy Shallowest Acoustic, this algorithm 

identifies the shallowest of its radio neighbors, which may 

or may not also be an acoustic neighbor. This approach is 

identical to Algorithm 3; the relationship between the 

Greedy Furthest algorithms is the same as the relationship 

between the Greedy Shallowest algorithms. All of the best 

and worse cases are the same. 

Below table shows the stats for this algorithm, 

Table 4 Statistics for Greedy Shallowest Radio 

 

3.5 Greedy Look-Ahead 

This is the first algorithm that requires the addition of 

neighbor’s-neighbors positions. Greedy Look-Ahead 

utilizes linking info straddling out to the furthest radio 

neighbor’s furthest neighbor. 

 

It then computes the optimum next stage by means of 

Dijkstra’s algorithm with link-costs existence biased by 

node deepness. The only necessities positioned on the 

scheme are: no-backwards traversals (mails continuously 
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advance) and the track selected essentially have a length 

larger than dual (not including the sender). The track 

measurement condition is a safe-guard contrary to fetching 

a decently shallowest-neighbor method. The minimum 

weight path is selected, and assists as an estimate of a 

globally optimum route. 

 

Below is the flow diagram for Dijkstra’s algorithm. 

 

Figure 2 Dijkstra’s algorithm 

Below table shows the stats for this algorithm, 

Table 5 Statistics for Greedy Look-Ahead 

 

3.6 Greedy Look-Back 

Greedy Look-Back could be described as a time saving 

version of Greedy Look-Ahead. This algorithm sends a rise 

command to the furthest radio neighbor. On receiving of a 

rise knowledge, the receiving node will checkered to realize 

either it was the shallowest neighbor by the sending node. If 

so, it will rise and the algorithm continues onward. If not, it 

will appeal the look-ahead process against the unique sender, 

regulate the suitable node, and send a “forced-rise” 

command. 

 

Algorithm 4 discusses the methodology for finding locally 

optimal forward moving paths. 

 
Below table shows the stats for this algorithm, 

Table 6 Statistics for Greedy Look-Back 

 

3.7 Min-Hop Furthest 

This is a globally optimal algorithm that does not take node 

depth into account. Using global position information, 

Dijkstra’s algorithm is run with uniform costs applied to all 

network links. The best case scenario is an improvement 

over Greedy Furthest Radio. The worst case occurs when the 

shortest possible path includes nodes deeper than would be 

selected by Greedy Furthest. When this happens, we see a 

large increase in energy consumption. It is not a common 

case, but it is worth being aware of.  The average case is on 

par with Greedy Furthest Radio. reason for the increase in 

run time is computational complexity (Dijkstra’s algorithm). 

Every single message generated needed to be transmitted 

from the first node, to its destination. This includes rise 

packets. The power cost is elevated so greatly because the 

closer a node is to the origin, the more it is required to route.  

This is the same sort of issue that would be seen in a standard 

sensor network where all nodes share a common sink. Being 

close to the origin results in an uneven load on the system, 

which could be mitigated by distributing the algorithm or by 

including next-hops as data in a custom rise command. 

Below table shows the stats for this algorithm, 

Table 7 Statistics for Min-Hop Furthest 

 
3.8 Min-Hop Shallowest. 

Using the global connectivity matrix and weighing links in 

the matrix by node depth, Dijkstra’s algorithm determines 
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the optimal weighted path from start to finish, consistently 

guaranteeing the least node movement. There is an excessive 

energy burden based on the algorithm being centralized. 

Ignoring that component, we should turn our attention to 

distance travelled and time. The average distances travelled 

are lower than any other algorithm. If only information on 

immediate neighbors can be known, the clear choice must be 

Greedy Shallowest Radio. If we allow for information on our 

neighbor’s neighbors, the decision between Greedy 

Shallowest Radio and Greedy Look-Ahead depends on the 

cost of computation. The former is a close approximation of 

the latter, which is a close approximation of the ideal. For 

sake of simplicity, Greedy Shallowest Radio likely remains 

the strongest candidate. Below table shows the stats 

regarding this algorithm  

 
Table 8 Statistics for Min-Hop Shallowest 

 

5. Results 

Figure 3 shows the average amount of motion any given 

node could expect to move, at a given network size. The 

error bars on the plots represent standard deviation, and are 

only shown for algorithms that are significantly different 

from each other. The upper plot contains data on the 

acoustic-centric algorithms, with Greedy Shallowest 

Acoustic showing estimates on error.  

The lower plot contains results on all but two radio-centric 

algorithms (excluded are Greedy Look-Back and Min-Hop 

Furthest). Both Greedy Shallowest Radio and Min-Hop 

Shallowest show error margins. We choose to separate 

acoustic and radio algorithms because they are effectively on 

different scales. The acoustic algorithms require more 

motion, and the standard deviation for the acoustic 

algorithms is considerably larger than for the radio 

algorithms. 

Four algorithms are selected to have their energy use shown 

in Figure 4. They are Greedy Shallowest Acoustic, Greedy 

Shallowest Radio, Greedy Look-Ahead, and Min-Hop 

Shallowest. We chose to present an acoustic algorithm to 

show the vast discrepancy between acoustic and radio-based 

algorithms, and the radio algorithms shown will continue 

 

Figure 3 Graph of Start and End positions for Greedy Furthest Acoustic 

 

Figure 4 Graph of Energy Consumed by Four Algorithms 
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5. Conclusion 

The goal of this paper has been to develop a simulation 

environment and a sample set of algorithms for evaluation. 

It is our sincere hope that this tool will be of use to 

researchers working on wireless underwater networks. There 

are many new and exciting approaches to the problem’s 

aquatic systems face, and we hope we’ve made the process 

of exploring these approaches a little easier. It is critical we 

properly develop and leverage aquatic technology, so we can 

understand and make use of what the ocean provides. 
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